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Now in Korea, an Innovative City project for balanced national 
development is underway. The name of project is “Inocity.” According 
to Inocity’s official home page, this project is a new futuristic city with 
the most suitable condition for driving innovation and providing 
high-quality living environment through the relocation of central 
functions toward provincial cities and cooperation among industry, 
academia, research institution and government. This project is 
composed of three phases. The first stage was ‘Completion of reloca-
tion plan’, from 2007 to 2012. The next stage is ‘Completion of reloca-
tion of industry’ and ‘academia and research institution’, from 2012 to 
2020. The final stage is ‘Spread of innovation’, from 2021 to 2030. 
The first stage currently ongoing is a project to ease the polarization in 
Korea caused by development that concentrated in Seoul.

Busan, Daegu, Ulsan, Gwangju and Gangwon are some of the eleven 
region affected by this project. Each public agency will be relocated to 
a city matched with their characteristic.

Three agencies of Maritime Affairs & Fisheries, four of Financial 
Industry, three of Film (Motion Picture) Promotion and two of other 
agencies have been transferring to Busan. These include Maritime 
Affairs & Fisheries (Korea Ocean Research Development Institute, 
Korea Maritime Institute, Korea Hydrographic and Oceanographic 
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Movement of Public Agencies
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Administration), Financial Industry(Korea Asset 
Management Corporation, Korea Housing 
Finance Corporation, Korea Securities Depository, 
Korea Housing Guarantee Corporation), Film, 
Motion Picture Promotion (Korean Film Council, 
Korea Media Rating Board, Korea Game Rating 
Board), et cetera(Korea Southern Power Co.,Ltd., 
Korea Youth Counseling Institute)

Korea Media Rating Board and Korea Game 
Rating Board have already moved to Centum City 
in Haeundae. The agencies related to maritime will 
be relocated in Dongsam-dong, Yeongdo-gu, next 
to KMOU. Other agencies are moving into 
Munhyeon-dong, Nam-gu.

A remarkable thing about this project is that the 
public agencies, which had relocated to local area 
will employ local citizen of the region. Public 
agencies in Busan this year are planning to recruit 
a total of 377 people. Among them, 45 people will 
be hired as the local talent, the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport announced.

Accordingly, the Busan city government held a 
joint recruitment fair, l April 1st at Bukyong 
National University, under the supervision of the 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport. This 
recruitment fair is composed of the progress, the 
introduction of each agency, announcement of 
adoption guidelines and question and answer 
session. Students’ interest in the fair was amazing.  
Korea Maritime and Ocean University also 
showed great attention and ran a vehicle for the 
fair.

The transfer of public agencies is expected to be 
completed within 2015. Besides, the recruitment 
of regional human resource seems to be expanded. 
Local university students who want to get a job in 
public companies should pay attention to this 
national core business.
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The Busan Harbor Grand Bridge will open on June 22. An 

official said after the opening it would operate without any 
charge until August 20. 

CAMPUS NEWS  page 2
Facebook Page called “Korea Maritime and Ocean University, 

Bamboo Forests” (URL: facebook.com/KMOUbamboo) is 
sensationally popular among KMOU students. 'Bamboo Forests' 
operates by students delivering to the manager anonymously 
what they have kept deep down in their heart to the manager, and 
then s/he posts them on 'Bamboo Forests'. 
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The Sewol ferry departed Incheon on the evening of 15 April 

after a two and a half hour fog delay. 

POLITICS  page 6
Korea is one of the countries that has a high enthusiasm for 

education. Advanced foreign countries are trying to imitate 
education fever of Korea but there's a dark side like high suicide 
rate, excessive competition and high private education fee.

SOCIAL AFFAIRS  page 8
Modern society depends on energy resources. These resources 

are the sources of a nation’s power. The United States and Russia 
have been exerting their influence with their abundant resources; 
Russia is especially powerful with their pipelines for natural gas 
for the European Union. Vladimir Putin played all the strings of 
the balalaika in his speech on March 11, announcing the annexa-
tion of Crimea. He put the world on notice that he is determined 
to restore Russia’s place as a leading nation, even as its domestic 
economic and political position decays.

ECONOMY  page 7
Manipulations in the stock market has been common for a long 

time, and someone earned a lot of money but others lost their 
money. Manipulation means that people purposely increase the 
price of stock.

CULTURE / SPORTS  page 9, 10
It seems like just a few days ago that the Korean soccer team 

fulfilled the miracle of reaching the semi-finals in 2002 Korea-
Japan World cup and three World Cups have passed since then. 
Now, the 2014 Brazil World Cup is coming!
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On February 5th, it was reported that a paper, presented by 
Department of Radio Communication Engineering Profes-
sor Gang In-Ho, recorded a first place search ranking for the 
'Miniaturized Balun Filter' sector on the world's largest 
search engine, GOOGLE. The paper presented by Professor 
Gang In-Ho, "Miniaturized Microstrip Balun Filter" 
appeared in Microwave Journal, which is a scientific journal 
of SCI-class overseas, in October of last year. The patent 
registration  finished and identifies the technology that will 
significantly miniaturizes balun filters, which are core 
devices for reducing noise signals in various radio commu-
nication systems, such as mobile phones.

"I tried to present a method which can easily miniaturize 

the size of the balun filter", Professor Gang said, "With 
this technology, general researchers and designers can easily 
take advantage of a small radio communications system."

In last 2009, Professor Gang became a hot topic because 
of 'A Miniaturized GaAs MMIC Bandpass Filter For The 
5GHz Band' in the same journal in 2007, recording a first 
place search ranking on the 'MMIC filter' sector out of 
100-thousands-odd cases.

*This article is a translation of KMOU media’s article

PROFESSOR GANG IN-HO, RANKED A FIRST PLACE ON GOOGLE

By Lee Hee-eun, Reporter
 Isi12300@naver.com

National University, Gyeongsang National University, 
Jeju National University, Kunsan National University, 
Gangneung-Wonju National University) and a president of 
GangWon Provincial College attended and discussed about 
old training ships.

 Seven Korean universities possess training ships, and 
KMOU possesses three. Other universities possess each of 
two. The 7 universities are acting in concert on the issue of 
securing budget from the government to build new training 
ships. In response, the government suggested the idea of 
substituting the old training ship by considering the state 
and availability of training ship and prioritizing. Mokpo 
National Maritime University and KMOU, which aim to 
train marine officers, have a higher priority in terms of old 
training ship replacement than other universities. 

Currently, the training ships of the KMOU are Hannara 

The Presidents of  Korean Universities in the Field of 
Maritime Conference,  headed  by the College of Maritime 
Sciences in the KMOU was held  on February 6.  Deans of 
8 universities in the field of maritime nationwide (Korea 
Maritime and Ocean University, Mokpo National Maritime 
University, Bukyong National University, Chonnam 

T/S, Hanbada T/S and A-chi T/S. Hannara T/S is the old 
ship, constructed in 1993. Ship Management Leader, Park 
Dae-Sik, Sea Training Center said, “The gap between the 
modern facilities in the vessel of shipping industry compa-
nies and the facilities in the Hannara T/S is significant. 
When students become engaged in real work, they might be 
confused because the facilities are different from those they 
practiced in class.” He added, “Recently, as the content of 
the international agreements became stricter than before, it 
is a hard situation to maximize the effectiveness of training 
with the Hannara T/S.

*This article is a translation of KMOU media’s article

Discussion about substitution of the 22 years old Hannara Training Ship(T/S)

Conference for old T/S held in the KMOU

By Lee Tae-ock, Reporter
 vitr401@naver.com

year, "Division of Maritime Transportation Science 3 
people, Division of Marine System Engineering 3 people, 
Division of Navigation Science 3 people, Division of 
Marine Engineering 3 people, Department of Coast Guard 
Studies 8 people, Department of Offshore Plant Manage-
ment 9 people have been increased", Lee Seong-Dae in 
division of admission & scholarship said, "Department of 
Architecture and Ocean Space 3 people, Division of Electri-
cal and Electronics Engineering 4 people, Division of 
Marine Equipment Engineering 3 people, Department of 
Computer Engineering of Division of Information Technol-
ogy 5 people have been decreased."

As to the entrance quota of the College of Maritime 
Sciences through restructuring divisions and departments, 
"That is uncertain because it has to pass a meeting of the 
university committee and be granted by the Ministry of 
Education" Lee Jae-Hyun in the division of admission & 
scholarship said, "under the current plan, it seems to move 
the Department of European Studies into the College of 
Maritime Sciences from 2015 and recruits new students this 

Our university secured an increase in the entrance quota 
for the College of Maritime Sciences in spite of the govern-
ment's large reduction policy on university personnel capac-
ity. Despite a four-fold increase in the domestic maritime 
industry since 1977, preliminary human resources of ship's 
officers have been downsized 10% in restructuring by the 
university. Hence, it has been pointed out that the human 
resources of ship's officers are insufficient and suggested 
that university personnel capacity be enlarged. After all, 
related government departments acknowledge the problem 
of a shortage of ship's officers, and then granted an increase 
to the entrance quota of our university and Mokpo National 
Maritime University.

From this year to 2017, through gradual steps, an increase 
of 200 people for the College of Maritime Sciences 
(Restructuring itself 100, purely increasing 100) is planned. 
In the meanwhile, the entrance quota for this year was 
increased by 30 people(Restructuring itself 30, purely 
increasing 30), and is expected to add 90 people. Increases 
or decreases of people by divisions or departments of this 

year." And "it is proposed that the last students take the 
present curriculum of the Department of European Studies." 
It is a plan to reduce personnel capacity in case of the 
Division of Information Technology, except Department of 
Computer Engineering, and to establish the new department 
for increased personnel in College of Maritime Sciences.

*This article is a translation of KMOU media’s article

OUR UNIV, INCREASE AN ENTRANCE QUOTA OF COLLEGE OF
MARITIME SCIENCES IN 36 YEARS
DEPARTMENT OF EUROPEAN STUDIES, MOVE INTO COLLEGE OF MARITIME
SCIENCES AND LAST NEW STUDENTS THIS YEAR

By Gu Na-hyeon, Reporter
 magic4192@naver.com

moving fast that a license plate could not be seen.” First 
the taxi rapidly rammed into a curb under the anchor top, 
then it bumped into an anchor top and flew through the air, 
and crashed into the flower garden in front of the College of 
International Studies. About drinking or not the officer in 
charge of the case said, “The driver drove the taxi while  
intoxicated and entered Korea Maritime and Ocean Univer-
sity.” In addition, “A detailed investigation of the accident is 
under way.” he said.

Gu Yun Sik, a staffer of the general affairs section said, 
“Our university consulted with a repair enterprise and 

A taxi hit an anchor top at Korea Maritime and Ocean 
University on March 13th and the driver died at 00:56. 
Students crossing the breakwater at that time saw and 
reported the accident. The driver, Mr. Chung, blacked  out  
right  after  the  accident and no  passengers were  in  the  
taxi. Because he was alone, no further casualties were lost. 

The driver`s corporate-owned taxi was thrown more than 
40 meters after the collision and that was damaged beyond 
recognition.  The  officer  in  charge  of  the  case said, “The 
CCTV from the guard post was used to determine the 
vehicle's license plate, but at that time the taxi was so 

demanded a repair. The taxi mutual aid`s opinion 
estimated that it would be expensive and take an estimated 
14 days.” regarding the damaged curb and sculpture after 
the accident. In addition, “The landscape architecture is 
expected to be repaired soon and electrical parts seem to 
take a little more time to repair because the quote was 
charged again.” he said. 

*This article is a translation of KMOU media’s article

A 40-year-old taxi driver died after his car hit an anchor top
The damaged landscape will be repaired soon and electrical parts are expected to delay
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By Kim Ki-wang, Reporter
 kking9444@gmail.com

On March 27 to 28, there was Radio Communication 
Engineering special membership at Haeundae. Unlike other 
membership training ever, it provided special mission for 
students. The mission is that students introduce Dokdo to 
foreigner and explain that it is Korean territory. Next, the 
students take a picture with them and report to student 
president.

Mun Gi-ju, a student president at junior majoring in radio 
communication engineering said, “I considered how 
students spent their membership training impressive. As a 
result, I merely tried to promote Dokdo.” Even the students 
who have not paid any attention to Dokdo reacted positively 
to this promotion and actively participated in the mission. 
Lee Dong-yup, a freshman majoring in radio communica-
tion engineering said, “At first I was afraid to interact with 
foreigners,   but introducing Dokdo to them gave me the 
possibility so I did this mission more actively.”

Many foreigners cooperated with the mission, but, not all 
did. Some people were reluctant to take picture and others 
were astonished by the students’ attention. Ryu Juhyen, a 
sophomore majoring in radio communication engineering 
said, “When I tried to ask about Dokdo, some of them 
ignored and were annoyed about our attitude. So we lost 
confidence at that time.” When students approached 
foreigners, they were embarrassed by the reaction. Students 
felt so tired that they felt like dropping out.

Nevertheless, they were around Heaundae thoroughly to 
inform people about Dokdo. Finally, all the members 
accomplished their mission clearly. Choi Jin-young, a junior 
majoring in radio communication engineering said, “As we 
performed the mission, I wanted foreigners to be aware of 
Dokdo.” The mission was uploaded on Facebook and has 
received a lot of public.

Membership training started annually at the university, but 
some students abused the opportunity. They got drunk and 
the bad news was reported. On May 21 in 2011, three men 
trespassed into the girl’s dormitory in Gyeonggido and 
raped a girl who got drunk in membership training. For this 

reason many students recently reluctant to participate in 
membership training and think badly of it. Therefore, 
university departments should not only check out this 
informative reference but also seek diverse activity to make 
profitable and helpful membership training.

Facebook Page called “Korea Maritime and Ocean 
University, Bamboo Forests” (URL: 
facebook.com/KMOUbamboo) is sensationally popular 
among KMOU students. 'Bamboo Forests' operates by 
students delivering to the manager anonymously what they 
have kept deep down in their heart to the manager, and then 
s/he posts them on 'Bamboo Forests'. Today, it is helping 
communication between fellow students.

<‘Long ago, a king had a secret that his ears were getting 
bigger and bigger. A barber who got to know the secret of a 
king promised he wouldn’t tell anybody. But, the barber 
wanted to tell someone the secret, so he made an idea. He 
ran to the bamboo forest where there wasn’t anybody. In that 
place, he shouted “The King has donkey ears.”> 'Bamboo 
Forests' is derived from this famous Korean fairy tale, ‘The 
King has Donkey Ears.’ That is to say, ‘Bamboo Forests’ is 
transferred onto online space from the bamboo forest where 
the barber shouted the king’s secret. 

There are 19 ‘Bamboo Forests’ pages nationwide. 'KMOU 
Bamboo Forests' page, the 17th, started on February 28, 
2014. As of April 13th, 2542 people have communicated on 
KMOU Bamboo Forests, which is the fastest-growing of the 
19. So, KMOU Bamboo Forests is now the 8th-largest 
Bamboo Forests.

Regardless of gender and age, all people can deliver their 
message. First, access http://blt.ly/KMOUbamboo. Next, 
without joining membership and logging on, students only 
need type their intimate feelings and send them to the page 
manager anonymously. The manager of Bamboo Forests 
wants KMOU students in any major to share their thoughts 
without hesitation. As the hope of the page manager, 
'KMOU Bamboo Forests is becoming more and more open.

By Lee Hee-eun, Reporter
 Isi12300@naver.com

KMOU (Korea Maritime and Ocean University) has two 
kinds of ambassadors. One is ‘arami,’ which introduces 
KMOU to high school students and prospective freshmen. 
The other is ‘Saranhae’ which also introduce KMOU to 
undergraduate students and the public.

We, Aranuri, interviewed with Arami who has similar 
name. Last 7 April, Aranuri and Arami met at the Café 
Grazie in the building of International Studies.

Q. Can you introduce Arami?

A. Arami is an ambassador of KMOU. Arami belongs to 
the division of Admission & Scholarship, at theoffice of 
student affairs, university office. Arami is 13 years old this 
year.

Q. What does Arami do?

A. At first, we contact each high school and make a sched-
ule to visit. In the school, we have a presentation for the 
students. Twice every year, Seoul Coex holds an admission 
fair. We are participating in this fair and make a booth for 
KMOU. When someone has a question about KMOU at 
portal site Naver ‘Jishik-iN,’ we answer it

Q. How is Arami run?

A. When we start the activities, freshmen and senior work 
together. The senior educate freshman on KMOU and so on. 
In the university office, there is a small room for Arami. We 
work on various things in there.

Q. Are there any qualifications for application?

A. Only freshman can apply for Arami. We select students 
according to proportion of gender and major. We receive the 
application from first week of March to the third week. The 
capacity is eight people. This year, a total of 27 people 
applied. On April.10, there is a 13th ceremony of appoint-
ment.

Q. What is the benefit of Arami?

A. Arami receives a Certificate of Appointment under the 
name of the president of KMOU. Arami wear its own 
uniform when have a presentation about KMOU. And 
Arami get a scholarship as activity cost. Above all, the 
biggest benefit is that you can have a different experience 
from others.

Q. What is the most difficult thing?

A. We have to make all the plans ourselves. But that 
brings us closer to each other.

Q. What are Arami’s future plans?

A. Participating in the admission fair is a fixed plan. 
Actually last year, we did not visit many high schools. This 
year, we will meet many more high school students.

Q. Finally do you have anything that you want to say?

A. Our goal is ‘Make a competition ratio of the best ever’ 
I will do my best to achieve the goal. Give us a lot of 
attention please.

By Gu Seul, Reporter
Seul121902@daum.net

Aranuri
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Korea Maritime Ocean University Radio
Communication Engineering Has Special
Membership Training 

‘Bamboo Forests', Strap that connects
you to each other on campus
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week2233@nate.com

Can the 7th Bridge become
Goddess of Fortune

The Busan Harbor Grand Bridge will open on June 22. An official said after the opening it would operate 
without any charge until August 20. Busan is busy checking beautiful the lighting used to the nighttime scene 
and making exercise walking with civilians. The Seventh bridge of Busan’s road network has become hot 
issue among locals. How many advantages will the Busan Harbor Grand Bridge give them?

The Busan Harbor Grand Bridge is a roadway strectching from Gamman-dong, Nam-gu to Cheonghak-
dong, Yeongdo-gu. Its total length is 3.5 km, making it Busan’s longest bridge. It is expected to accommodate 
nearly 50,000 vehicles per day. The trip from Haeundae to SongDo will take just fifteen minutes. The current 
driving time is one hour. Yearly distributions costs are estimated at 4 billion won.

The bridge not only be useful but will also be a welcome tourist resources. Like Gwangan Bridge’s 
firework festival, local people want the Busan Harbor Grand Bridge to become a celebrity for area develop-
ment. In order to be a landmark, it should combine tourist resources and the light with another attraction. 

With high interest Ha Man-churl, the Section Chief for Festival Promotion said, “The bridge would be a 
meaningful resource. By including a firework festival and a lighting festival, I will combine our citizen’s 
ideas.” Will the Seventh bridge become a new star? It is being watched with keen interest.

By Gu Seul, Reporter
Seul121902@daum.net

The Free Opening of
Busan Port Bridge

The inauguration of the Busan Port Bridge is scheduled for May 22. From 23, three days after the opening 
on August 20, people can use this bridge for free. The Busan government reached an agreement with a private 
contractor, Buk-Hang Eye Bridge inc., about operating free of charge from August 20. According to this 
agreement, The Busan Port Bridge will collect a toll From August 21. The sum of toll is not decided but the 
prediction is 1,300 won for standard midsize cars. The expected average daily traffic volume of Busan Port 
Birdge is 49,838 cars this year, 51,418 next year and 54,577 in 2016. The Busan Port Bridge is a roadway. 
The total length is 3,331m. This Bridge connect Cheonghakdong Yeongdo-gu and Gammandong, Nam-gu.

By Cha Jong-bae, Reporter
cwyhjb@naver.com

Walking Busan harbor Bridge
In The Rain

Busan harbor Bridge (formerly ‘Bukhang Bridge’) will be opened this May. It has taken almost eight years 
to be completed since construction started in December, 2006. To commemorate completion and share the 
moment with Busan citizens, there was a walkathon event which 15,000 people applied on Busan-Ilbo 
website on 13 April, 2014. The bridge was overcrowded with people who want to share the moment with 
family, friends and lovers. Before it started, aerobic warm up was preceded by sponsors’ careful concern. The 
MC declared the opening ceremony at 9 a.m. Thousands’ participants walked on the bridge was magnificent. 
Most of people finished the walking seven kilometer course in two hours despite unpleased weather. Prize 
lottery followed the competition. Some people received LED TV, kimchi refrigerator, robotic vacuum cleaner 
and several hotels coupons.

It rained so participants need to hold an umbrella while they walked. But participant Kim Ji-young said, “It 
is a great honor to walk the great bridge before opening, and I feel really good to make special memory with 
my son. It will remain with me for a long time. Isn't walking a new great bridge before it opens with my 
family wonderful?” And volunteer Kim Na-hee said, “I just applied the volunteer position for my specifica-
tion. I jibbed at working when I saw that the weather is bad today, but I was moved when I found an old man 
trying to do his best with his old wife. Moreover I regret of that I thought the way when I saw a man holding 
an umbrella and pushing a wheelchair at the same time, helping his friend to walk. Rather, I learned from 
them nonquiter. It would be good experience for all my life, for sure” She said. Another participant Kim 
Jung-ho spoke with emphasis, “I am a KMOU students and I live in Buk-gu. I do not think there will be a city 
bus but if I have a car, the bridge will help reducing time to get university. Besides, I felt like Yeongdo-gu is 
less generated compared with other parts of Busan, but Yeoungdo-gu might be a center of distribution soon.” 

Even though it has been built for trafficking settlement under Busan North Port redevelopment, it accompa-
nies much discontent among the local residents because they have experienced traffic congestion and noise 
and air pollution. However, with less than a month left before the opening of the bridge, it is fully expected 
to be a huge landmark (like Gwangan Bridge) of Busan port and gets power to Busan North Port Redevelop-
ment as such a big project.



Aranuri

By Lee Sung-hyuk, Reporter
lsh2256@naver.com

By Lee Tae-ock, Reporter
Vitr401@naver.com
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Waiting for the Miracle, please

MOURN VICTIMS OF THE
ACCIDENT, CAPSIZAL OF

THE MV SEWOL

Occurrence Order
of Ferry Disaster

As 8:48 a.m., March 16, the sinking of the Sewol ferry occurred on the 
Yellow Sea near the coast of Jindo Island, Korea. The ferry was carrying 
476 passengers and crew, most of who were Danwon High School students 
and teachers who were on a school trip towards Jeju. As of 11:30 a.m., 
Thursday, April 17, 179 people were rescued and 287 others unaccounted 
for according to the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries. “I deeply regret this 
tragic affair. Some of our family members and friends are included in the list 
of victim. I sincerely feel that it is high time for Korean students to regret 
our careless attitudes toward safety accident,” a junior majoring in Marine 
System Engineering, Seo Tae-jin said.

Korea Ocean and Maritime University students need to pay attention to 
the sinking of the Sewol ferry because our university specializes in ocean 
affairs, training great maritime professionals who fit the ocean industries 
and academia. “Students, whose majors are in College of Maritime 
Sciences, personally say that we become deck officers and almost everyone 
is supposed to board a ship as a deck officer who is a leader although the 
responsibility of the position was not familiar to me at all. Now, bad news, 
however, frequently occurs with the ocean that I am going to work on soon. 
So I feel I should address my attitude towards the accident. I will make sure 
that I am not going to become a shameful Korean and an irresponsible deck 
officer”, Seo Tae-jin said.

Four hundred and forty-two freshman were admitted to the College of 
Maritime Studies in the 2014 academic year

With the sinking of the Motor Vessel Sewol, around 300 people are now 
deceased or missing. Because of this accident, all Koreans are in deep 
sorrow and memorial events for the deceased have continued. The main 
official incense altar is set up in Hwarangyuwonji Public Garden at Choji-
dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do. Also, in 17 metropolitan cities 
and provincial capitals including Seoul, the official incense altars have been 
set up. Many people are mourning the victims.

Furthermore, at the schools or public squares wherever people gather, 
they are tying yellow ribbons all over the nation. These mean that we hope 
some of the missing come back to us live, even just one. This wave of 
yellow ribbon has been covered by a variety of SNS such as Kakaotalk, 
Facebook. In addition, soldiers and officials, including navy and coast 
guardsmen are wearing a yellow ribbon on the left chest.

In the broadcasting industry, stations have cancelled variety shows, 
typically GAG CONCERT, to show their condolence. They are willing to 
report the progress of the rescue operation in real time. Plus, many 
musicians and poets expressed their feelings for the victims by writing 
memorial songs and poems. And almost all events, such as college campus 
festivals or athletic meets, have been cancelled.

Donations from organizations, companies, celebrities, students and the 
public have continued, including Nexon 1 billion, Kim Soo Hyun 300 
million, Kim Yuna 100 million, Ryu Hyun Jin 100 million. And in NAVER 
and DAUM, the representative search portals, fund-raising campaigns are in 
progress, and on their memorial bulletin board, posts are never ending.

At Korea Martime And Ocean university, in front of Oullim Hall, students 
have tied yellow ribbons with their massages. Especially at the College of 
Maritime Sciences, in front of Woongbi Hall, their dormitory, a number of 
yellow ribbons have been tied as well and students went to the memorial 
service on the night of 27 April, and around 5 million won was raised and is 
going to be sent to the relief operations.

The Sewol ferry departed Incheon on the evening of 15 April after a two and a half hour fog delay. The 
frequently-traveled 400-kilometre route from Incheon to Jeju usually takes 13.5 hours. On the morning of 
16 April the ship began to take on water. The capsizing began about 25 kilometres off the southwest coast. 
While a full scientific accident investigation has yet to be completed, by day two of the incident some 
officials had attributed the cause to a sharp right turn, made between 8:48 and 8:49 am KST, that was 
quickly followed by the initial on-take of water. At the time of the accident, conditions were calm and the 
area did not contain rocks or reefs. Passengers reported feeling a tilt of the ship and hearing a loud 'bang.' 
At the time of the accident, the captain was in his private cabin and the third mate was at the helm. The 
captain is reported to have returned to the bridge and attempted to re-balance the ship immediately after 
the accident. 

8:52 am : A student called the national emergency service number and was connected to the Jeollanam-
do fire station and reported that the ship was capsizing. The student was connected to the Mokpo Coast 
Guard and talked for 6 minutes. The reporting passenger was later found dead. 

8:55 am : The ferry established contact with the Jeju vessel traffic service (VTS) and asked the Jeju VTS 
to notify the coast guard that the ship was rolling and in danger. 

8:56 am : The Jeju VTS called the Jeju Coast Guard. 

8:58 am : The Mokpo Coast Guard received the emergency call for the sinking of the ferry made by the 
student and dispatched a patrol vessel. During this time, the captain told passengers to stay in their rooms. 
Passengers were repeatedly ordered not to move over the intercom by the communications officer. The 
ship then began communicating with the Jindo VTS, which was closer to its location. 

9:06 am : The Jindo VTS attempted to establish contact with Sewol, which it did at 9:07 am. At this 
point, the crew confirmed to VTS that the ferry was capsizing. 

9:14 am : The crew stated that the ship's tilting made evacuation impossible. 

9:18 am : The crew reported that the ferry had tilted more than 50 degrees to port. The tilting was later 
confirmed by the Central Disaster Countermeasure Headquarters. 

9:23 am : VTS ordered the crew to inform the passengers to wear personal flotation devices. When the 
crew replied that the broadcasting equipment was out of order, VTS told them to personally order the 
passengers to wear life jackets and more clothing.

9:25 am : VTS asked the captain to decide quickly whether to evacuate the ship, stating that VTS did not 
have enough information to make the decision. When the captain inquired about the rescue, VTS replied 
that patrol boats were due to arrive in ten minutes and a helicopter in one minute. The captain then replied 
that there were too many passengers for the helicopter. Around 9:30 am, the captain gave orders to evacu-
ate the ship, though the order may not have been relayed to all the passengers. 

9:33 am : After confirming that nearby ships had volunteered to help in the rescue operations, VTS told 
all ships to drop lifeboats for the passengers. 

9:38 am : All communications were cut off between VTS and the ferry. About three minutes after all 
communications were cut, about 150 to 160 passengers and crew jumped overboard.

The ship took two and a half hours to sink. By around 11:18 am, the bow of the ship was submerged, 
with a section about 2 metres high and 20 to 30 metres long showing above the water. At 9 am on 18 April, 
only 50 centimetres of the bow was above water.

1:03 pm : The ship was completely submerged.

The Ministry of Security and Public Administration vice-minister, Lee Gyeon-og, stated that there were 
459 people aboard, the majority of whom were high school students who were on their way to a four-day 
field trip: 30 crew members, 325 high school students of Danwon High School, 15 school teachers and 89 
non-student passengers were aboard the ship. Other reports put the number of passengers between 450 and 
476.

The death toll rose to 263 in May. And there are no further survivors. 

(Reference: wikipedia.org)

By Gu seul, Reporter
seul121902@daum.net



By Hong Ji-yeon, Reporter
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The Ban on Prerequisite Learning

Korea is one of the countries that has a high enthusiasm 
for education. Advanced foreign countries are trying to 
imitate education fever of Korea but there's a dark side like 
high suicide rate, excessive competition and high private 
education fee. To prevent these side effects, the government 
announced 'The bill of Promoting Public Education’s 
Normalization and Prerequisite learning Regulations,’ so 
called 'Ban on Prerequisite learning,' on March 11, 2014. 

The ban on Prerequisite Learning Act was enacted to 
prevent private education program in which learning 

progress is far faster than the national curriculum. 
President Park Geun-hye said "Because of spreading abnor-
mal private education, public education is now being 
destroyed and it affects on the middle-classes."

Details are as follows, :

1. Strong Limitation of Prerequisite Learning

According to the bill, the Minister of Education and 
Educational Officials are supposed to investigate and 
evaluate prerequisite learning at schools and private educa-
tion market to check whether they‘re doing prerequisite 
learning. Advertisement and evaluation which is inducing 
prerequisite learning will be restricted. Prerequisite educa-
tion on regular curriculum and after-school class curriculum 
will be banned, also. If they break those rules, they take 
action such as reduction in student numbers or suspension of 
classes.

2. Obligation of the head teacher.

Each class’s head teacher has an obligation to carry out a 
‘preventive education on prerequisite learning.’ (However, 
details of ‘preventive education on Prerequisite learning.’ 

are not informed yet.)

This bill is still controversial and may have a bad effect on 
normal high school students. Unlike special-purpose high 
schools, normal high schools cannot control their curricu-
lum. Special-purpose high school will organize major 
subjects such as Korean, English and Math at their 
first/second graders, and this is advantageous for university 
entrance examination. Besides, normal high school students 
can’t help but take private education to be competitive. 

Secondly, with the regulation of afterschool English 
classes, demand for English will focus on private education 
market because in the current school curriculum, students 
learn English beginning at  third grade. Also, millions of 
English teacher will lose their job in a day because of this 
bill. The educational cirlcles point out that this 'ridiculous' 
bill is the result of 'paper administration' that doesn't care 
about reality. However, this bill was already passed and 
implement from September 12, 2014.

By Heo Hae-ji, Reporter
zkzkfl94@naver.com

How Much Is Emperor Labor’s Pay

Heo Je Ho A former DE-JU Company chairman named 
was prosecuted for tax evasion for about $50.8 billion and 
embezzlement about $10 billion dollars by Gwang-Ju 
District Prosecutors Office in November, 2007. In Septem-
ber, 2008, the court demanded he go to prison and pay a fine 
of $255 billion dollar but the sentence wasn’t enforced. 
After 3 months in December, 2008, he got probation for five 
years and a fine of $ 50.8. Then after one year, in January, 
2010, the court gave him a prison term for 2 years 6 months, 

probation for 4 years and a fine of $25.4 billion. We can 
see that punishment and fine have been decreased outstand-
ingly. At the time, Department of Justice said ‘If he doesn’t 
pay a fine, he can replace fine with labor of $ 5 billion 
dollars per day. But this sentence did not get attention 
because almost public opinion thinks that the former head of 
large company will never choose labor.

Despite decreased penalty and fine, Heo escaped to New 
Zealand and got permanent residency after two years. 
Owing to permanent residency, it was difficult to arrest him 
for several years and he was often caught in casinos. In 
2011, the Supreme Court confirms the trial on appeal and 
Heo was wanted for the charge of unpaid fine. Then, on 
22nd March, 2014. Heo returned to Korea from New 
Zealand. He said “I have to do labor because I can’t afford 
to pay fine. However, Heo-Je-Mu’s pay is 10000 times more 
in comparison with common people’s pay. It is sure that 
chairman’s pay is much more than common people, but ‘the 
court’s sentence and his action show that they’re not judged 
by law but abuse the law.’ Finally they can’t avoid criticism 
of ‘Emperor Labor.’ With aggravated public voice, his labor 

was stopped within a five days, and it caused controversy 
‘People who have money are innocent and people who have 
no money are guilty’

We cannot but think the institution of the district judiciary. 
Heo-Je-Ho family’s DE-JU Group is a local company 
rooted in Gwang-Ju. Heo’s family is closely related with 
local legal system and the judge that sentenced ‘$5 billion 
dollar per a day is also a typical local judiciary in Gwang-Ju.

Most judges want to work in Seoul and wait to be 
transferred to the capital. As a result of implementing 
job-rotation system, the sentence can be insufficient in 
particular regions. So to the effect that the people born in 
their home can understand their area situation well, the 
judges are sent to the places they were born. But this case 
showed negative effect about close relationship between 
political and business circles. 

By Park Jin-yong, Reporter
hont0023@naver.com

Public Recommendation
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This lecture was held at Seoul National University in 31st 
Oct 2013 by Eric Schmidt

Google chairman Eric Schmidt told Seoul National Univer-
sity students what to focus on when starting up a company: 
teamwork, a long-term vision and doing what you love.

“Focus on projects you enjoy instead of what markets want. 
You should make products you are expert at and know why 
they are better than others,” he said.

“Still, you need a long-term view and invest in something 
that will last 20 to 30 years,” he added. He cited Apple‘s iPad 
that people did not believe in at first, but tablets including the 

iPad now outsold personal computers. 

Following the lecture, he answered students’ questions 
about their careers and aptitudes. “I am personally a curious 
person. I always want to know why things are like that and 
ask over and over,” he said. “The human system is very 
complicated but the media tends to make it simplified. Do not 
just believe what people say, but go and check what you are 
curious about.”

Schmidt, who earned a master’s degree and Ph.D. from UC 
Berkeley in computer engineering, said he is a “strong propo-
nent” of higher education. “In most Western countries, more 
education leads to greater earning,” he noted. 

Schmidt also noted that the country is the “best example of 
success, from the ruins of war to a global superpower.” And 
he said “Business is focused and people work hard. However, 
it is important for South Korea to develop its software 
industry. In the future, every single business will have 
software to use big data for better service. 

“The future of South Korea is good, but it will be even 
better with software.”He foresees a future for technology 
where every device can talk to each other, and he said South 
Korea’s strong manufacturing sector can lead the way.

Beginning next year, The FSC (Financial Services 
Commission) will prohibit considering job applicants’ 
qualifications and language skills, in order to improve 
employment environment. The FSC presents those options to 
advance the Beyond Specification Adopted System. It law 
was issued by the present government to pick the cream of the 
crop.

It beyond specification adopted system promote Blind job 
opening, by looking only at employee personality, passion, 
attitude and creativity. Many people think it could resolve the 
unemployment crisis and also relieve responsibility of the 
person looking for a job. It began in 2013 with the pressure of 
individual ability decreasing and many applicants applying 
business with its system.

According to the FSC, corporations enacting the regulation 
financial public are IBK (Industrial Bank of Korea), KDB 
(Korea Development Bank), KDIC (Korea Deposit Insurance 
Corporation), KAMC (Korea Asset Management Corpora-
tion), HF (Korea Housing Finance Corporation), KRX (Korea 
Exchange), KFTC (Korea Financial Telecommunications & 

Clearings institute), KFIA ( Korea Financial Investment 
Association), KLIA (Korea Life Insurance Association), 
GIAK (General Insurance Association of Korea) and KFB 
(Korea Federation of Banks). Other companies are also 
considering it. And it could be expected to extend to private 
companies.

President Park Geun-hye said “We need to make a society 
not judged by educational background but judged by creativ-
ity and ability.” The government will focus on the unemploy-
ment crisis so job applicant will prepare to find their 
adaptable type and resolve the problem of their conflict with 
unemployment.

 This October on job posting from IBK, KAMC, HF, KDIC 
will commence properly. More information about Beyond 
Specification Adopted System can be found at 
http://www.starting.re.kr

By Kim Ki-wang, Reporter, kking9444@gmail.com

By Kim Soo-yeong, Reporter, zzangbox89@gmail.com

‘Focus on projects you enjoy’: Google chief / Schmidt lectures on
start-ups at Seoul National University

By Lee Seung-woo, Reporter, ztarctar1@nate.com

Hanjin aggressively targets $3 billion again

Korea will step up domestic ETS next year

Do you believe you can be
a millionaire in the stock market?
Manipulations in the stock market has been common for a long time, and someone 

earned a lot of money but others lost their money. Manipulation means that people 
purposely increase the price of stock 

Many investors dream of becoming millionaires and believe that stocks that they invest 
in will increase soon. However, stock values will fall dramatically and the people investing 
in highly evaluated stocks will lose money. On the other hand, people such as CEOs and 
stock firm managers who manipulate the prices will make money at the expense of 
individual investors who believe stock will increase.

For example, There was a historic manipulation in Korea stock market. Many people 
remember that a company stock price, RUBO making bearings, increased from 1,000 won 
to 50,000 won within three months without any reasons. That is unbelievable and enough 
for many investors to dream of becoming a millionaire. Investors think that stock's price 
will increase steadily and twice or three times or more.

Unfortunately, RUBO's stock price fell dramatically after RUBO's manipulation become 
evident and those trying to manipulate were arrested. RUBO's stock price went back to 
original price, 1000 won. many investors lost their family as well as money.

RUBO's manipulation shocked people and those who dream of becoming millionaires. 
According to the news in 2007, manipulators were arrested and imprisoned.

Despite the three spot many individuals who invested in this company suicide because 
those who lost everything they had. one person who led RUBO's manipulation was arrested 
shortly after leaving prison because he again tried to manipulate KB Local Product, a 
company was supposed to be delisting. he tried to increase the stock's price from 1225 won 
to 3775, this stock's value is almost three times, and he earned three billion won.

Many people criticize that the punishment in manipulation is generous. America and the 
UK governments punish stock's manipulation strictly. For example, governments track 
manipulators over ten years to claw profits they make back and sentence them to more 
spot.

president Park Geun-Hye places an emphasis on punishment in manipulation. she will 
enhance laws to the manipulation punishment.

Financial Public Corporation Withdraw Requirement of Certificate and Language Skill

Following last year, HHIC (Hanjin Heavy Industry and Construction),  Korea’s first ship 
building company, set their objective at $3 billion again. According to their president Choe 
seong-mun, they have a contract for a big merchant vessel with a European shipowner for as much 
as $300 million.

After a recent slump, earlier last year they recorded a total of 15 orders. Now they have a begun 
with good start, having a large vessel order. Thus, employees do not need days off due to lack of 
work and can keep working at the Yeongdo Shipbuilding Yard until 2016.

Concurrently, the Subic Dock Yard (Subic Bay Special Economic Zone in the Philippines), 
owned by HHIC, has added more contracts. They are scheduled to have another contract with 
famous European shipowners. The Subic 37 contracts results in approximately $2,200 million 
including last year. Until 2016, the dock will have lots of work to do, like the Yeongdo Dock Yard.

HHIC has a reason to resume operations. One important thing is that they prepare to work 
suitable for the trend. A general trend in their business is economy of scale, environment-friendly 
procedures and energy efficiency. They have constantly been trying to intensify their production 
system and improve their cost competitiveness. Based on this preparation, they are progressing 
with other ship builders. They expect to have more contracts in the future.

Officials say that these clients are satisfied with the previous services and want to add more ship 
orders. As a result, keeping relationships with the clients makes a positive effect on the business. 

In spite of Korea’s shipping industries recession, HHIC has impressive results and anticipates 
recovery soon.

Next year, Korea will start domestic ETS (Emission Trading System). It autonomously affects 
only Korea independent of the Kyoto Protocol to raise national competitiveness. Korea-ETS 
strategically targets a reduction of GHG (Greenhouse Gas), induce market flexibility, stabilize 
prices and block asymmetric information. This policy also seeks to integrate E3 focal points 
(Environment · Energy · Economic) and construct infrastructure. 

The Ministry of Environment says that they are going to prepare this new system for the upcom-
ing year. They will compose a permanent programmatic organization with industrial circles.

Compared to former law which is reducing GHG by target management system, ETS is 
cost-saving. For huge companies with huge emission percentages, this can control the amount by 
trading emission rights in the carbon market, so they do not need to cutback directly.

ETS also maximally entices companies to develop skill. In doing, they will naturally improve 
future generation’s welfare. Besides, each company’s behavior change is expected to reform a low 
efficiency, carbon dependant energy-guzzling industry.

According to the announcement, in July the government will select 500 companies and in 
October the emission rights will be assigned.

Before we adopt this system, we need to wait and see other country's records. Other countries 
are already working with this system, but their results are not positive yet. The prospect is a little 
negative. Therefore, The Korean government needs to record positive results and not the risks of 
imitating the failures of others.

By Lee Seung-woo, Reporter, ztarctar1@nate.com

By Jung Hyun-woo, Reporter, heremass@gmail.com
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A Kirogi Father departed
this life again

Modern society depends on energy resources. These 
resources are the sources of a nation’s power. The United 
States and Russia have been exerting their influence with 
their abundant resources; Russia is especially powerful with 
their pipelines for natural gas toward the European Union. 
Vladimir Putin played all the strings of the balalaika in his 
speech on March 11, announcing the annexation of Crimea. 
He put the world on notice that he is determined to restore 
Russia’s place as a leading nation, even as its domestic 
economic and political position decays. “Russia will shut off 
the natural gas toward European countries,” President Putin 
said, although European countries immediately imposed 
economic sanction to Russia. The European Union is in a 
double bind because they are dependent on 30% imported 
natural gas and 35% oil from Russia. Most energy resources 
experts in the international situation say, “If this kind of 
situation occurred in the past, no country could send up to 
Russia. Yet, the situation is different with shale gas and the 
United States.” Recently, the United States have secured 
source technology to get shale gas. They have already begun 
to produceand export the gas to many countries; European 
countries also need to reduce its energy dependency on 
Russia. The United States stepped up its war of words over 
Russian gas on April 9, while warning its European allies not 

to count on American gas supplies. “Any countries should 
not use energy supply as a political weapon or a measure for 
threat,”US Secretary of State John Kerry said at an energy 
conference between the United States and the European 
Union in Brussels. 

Crimea, a multi-ethnic region, was administered by the 
Ukraineuntil February 2014. A plebiscite on if to join Russia 
had resulted in a 96.77% (Crimea) and 95.6% (Sevastopol) 
affirmative vote. On March 17, the Crimean Parliament 
declared independence from Ukraine and asked to join the 
Russian Federation. The Crimean crisis is attracting interna-
tional spotlight and the significant change with the develop-
ment of shale gas in North America is an important factor for 
this crisis. Russia has been subject to “double standards,” 
with the United States “calling the same thing white today 
and black tomorrow”. U.S. asserts a legal right for Kosovo to 
break away from Serbia but will not recognize Crimea’s split 
from Ukraine. 

Shale gas is natural gas trapped within shale formations, 
which are the representative source rocks for oil. This gas 
has become an increasingly important source of energy 
resources in the United States since the beginning of this 
century thanks to the developed source technology, and 
interest has spread to potential shale gas in the rest of the 
world.

On January 6, President Park Geun-hye said, “Simply put, 
I think reunification would be a jackpot.” Before this, 
negative perception on reunification was quite dominant on 
the Korean peninsula. However, nowadays, discussion on the 
Korean reunification is getting heated. 

Holding Reunions for war – separated families

On February 25, 2014, the two Koreas wrapped up their six 
days of reunions for nearly 500 divided family members 
from both sides. The first three days of the event were 
arranged by South Korea and the other three days were 
arranged by North Korea. It was a tearful farewell meeting 
since the family members knew that the meeting would 
probably be a last opportunity to see each other living as 
many are already over age of 80. Such an occasion is one of 
the President Park’s efforts which is expected to enhance 
inter– Korean ties.

Learning from Germany’s reunification experi-
ence

“It makes me hope and look forward to a day when our 
demilitarized zone will change into a symbol of peace.” said 
President Park during her visit to Germany. From March 24 
to 26, she visited Dresden which is a symbolic city in that 
Germany reunification took place here in 1990. To learn 
from Germany’s reunification experience, she met five 
former German officials who played leading roles in German 
reunification.  In Dresden, she suggested three ways to bring 
the two Koreas together: striving toward recovering the 
homogeneity (through exchanges in culture), increasing 
humanitarian aid and helping North Korea’s infrastructure 
projects. 

However, despite such considerable efforts of President 
Park, who isn’t abandoning her hopes for a unified Korea, 
North Korea severely condemned president Park’s reunifica-
tion speech in Dresden, saying, “I know she has a plot in her 
mind. Seemingly, she is always crying out for reunification, 
but she is planning to damage us secretly.” 

Moreover, on March 24, 2014, North Korea poured cold 
water on inter-Korean relationship as it spied on South 
Korea, using unmanned aerial vehicles or UAVs. Actually, 

we are not 100% certain that these UAVs are from North 
Korea, but given the North-Korean words written on the 
surface of battery of the Paju drone which was discovered on 
March 24, it has been presumed to be from North Korea. 
Considering all of these situations, it is still doubt whether 
Korea can take one step forward to its dream of reunification

The two Koreas still divided on the issue

Unlike East German, crying out for reunification, the two 
Koreas are still divided on the issue. This is the most 
problematic obstacle for reunification. According to a recent 
poll done by the Chosun Newpaper, eight out of ten South 
Koreans disagree with reunification for the following 
reasons: South Korea will suffer from the economic hardship 
of absorbing the new citizens and developing northern lands. 
In addition, males think nothing will affect them except for 
mandatory military service.

Then why do 20% of South Koreans agree with a reunified 
Korea? They are supportive of reunification because of 
war-separated families, the economic benefits and the fact 
that Korea is the only country that remains divided. Among 
them, as expected, the most important motivation for reunifi-
cation is because of war-separated families who have 
suffered from the years of forced separation by Korean War.       

As for the economic benefits, a recent survey shows that 
bringing the two Koreas together would fuel economic 
growth, making a reunified Korea’s per capita gross national 
income increase more than $80,000 dollars by 2050. 
However, this would be possible only when we achieve a 
peaceful reunification.

Once, someone said “the biggest difference between 
Germany and Korea is the difference between South and 
North Korea.” This means only when we put much effort into 
narrowing the differences between the two Koreas, can 
Korea throw away its name tag of the only country that 
remains divided. 

Cold war, 2014

By Jeong Song-lee, Reporter, thdtmznls@naver.com

By Han Dong-uk, Reporter, donguk007@naver.com

Korea: The only country that remains divided

The Crimea peninsula, once a part of the Ukraine, reminded 
North Korea how important a nation's military forces are 
when it comes to national security. The Ukraine had signed 
the Budapest Memorandum in 1994, including an agreement 
of giving up their nuclear weapons with their neighboring 
countries. It was a symbol of Nuclear Free World. However, 
the Russia government deployed dozens of armed forces to 
the peninsula. In contrast to the agreement, other nations 
turned a blind eye due to their energy reliance on Russia, and 
Crimea was absorbed. United Nations Secretary-General Ban 
Ki-moon stated, "The Ukraine crisis reduces the pace of 
global non-nuclear project." North Korea will stick to 
developing their nuclear weapons as means of protecting 
themselves, disregarding powerless diplomatic promise. The 
non-nuclear weapon project became the matter of others to 
the solely isolated country.

Ukraine Crisis Pushes
North Korea To Be
Aggressive

By Lee Sung-hyuk, Reporter, lsh2256@naver.com

A 50th kirogi father took his own life in his house few days 
ago after sending his wife and two sons to study abroad. “I am 
really sorry not to be responsible for you to the utmost,” he 
just said to his family in the remnant will. In the investigation 
of the police, one of his friends said, “He said he wanted to 
die on the phone about twenty days ago. He had not answered 
the phone for five days. When I dropped by his house, the 
door was locked and I reported to the police”. When the 
police arrived, the father was already poisoned to death by the 
gas of a briquette in the room. “Kirogi Father” is a Korean 
man who works in Korea while his wife and children stay in 
an English-speaking country for the children's education. 
This term is inspired by the fact that kirogi, the Korean term 
of goose, is a species that migrates thanks to the similarity of 
two situations. According to a survey, estimates of the 
number of goose fathers were as high as 200,000 men in 
Korea in 2009. It seems like that English is more important 
than family in this advanced society. Korea has been increas-
ing its global presence dramatically after entering this modern 
society as an advanced country. It is called the 'Miracle on the 
Han River.' However, no one can get everything at once. 
Folks think that the enthusiasm for study care people not to 
consider their family, whereas the passion has been contribut-
ing to the significant development. It is an undeniable fact 
that ardor for study cannot be insignificant for Korea because 
it is the source of its nation power. Yet, there is no doubt that 
the wind of change, to get rid of the unnatural phenomenon of 
wild geese daddies, can be caused by university students 
whose are in the bloom of their youth.

By Lee Sung-hyuk, Reporter, lsh2256@naver.com
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By Lee Seung-woo, Reporter, ztarctar1@nate.com

By Gu Na-hyeon, Reporter, magic4192@naver.com
By Lee Tae-ock, Reporter, vitr401@naver.com

By Lee Sung-hyuk, Reporter, lsh2256@naver.com

Rank of movies in the first half of 2014

Play me, I’m Yours Play Me, I’m Yours is an international project intended to challenge the prohibition of playing music in public places. It was 
first commissioned by Fierce Earth in Birmingham, UK in 2008. Since then, it has been managed and promoted by the British 
creator of the artwork, Luke Jerram. According to the information on its website, reaching over an estimated three million 
people worldwide–more than 1,000 pianos have already been installed in 37 cities across the globe, from New York to London, 
bearing the simple instruction.

In Melbourne, Australia, small group of young Korean travelers walking along YarraRiver slowly stopped behind a traveler 
playing one such piano. The metropolis filled with sweet melodies playing around dawn. By creating a place of exchange, Play 
Me, I’m Yours are designed to provoke any member of the public into engaging, activating and claiming ownership of their 
urban artistic landscape. “It somewhat reminded me of the strange and beautiful things that can occur in everyday life. I had 
one of the most unforgettable experiences playing at the Riverside Terrace, Melbourne, on an antique piano for few people after 
midnight,” Lee Jae-jin, a senior majoring in Electrical and Electronics Engineering, said. According to its website, they are 
currently in discussion with over 20 more cities interested in commissioning and presenting the artwork in 2014. “I sincerely 
hope for Korea Maritime and Ocean University students to experience this kind of opportunity in their campus in the near 
future,” Lee Jae-jin said. For more information, please visit www.streetpianos.com.

The British newspaper The Daily Mail reported that in Kazakhstan a 13-year-old girl has 
been learning the golden eagle hunting style. She is the first woman to learn golden eagle 
hunting. 

Golden eagle hunting is one of the traditions that the Cossacks conduct to survive in the 
rough grassland in the Altai Mountains. It replaces hunting that is impossible for falconry, 
such as hunting wolves, by using the larger bird. It is an old family business that the Cossacks 
learn in their family from childhood and has only been a possession of men. So the appear-
ance of the woman threw the hunting community into confusion. 

A 13-year-old young girl, Asol Pop is learning golden eagle training and hunting from her 
father. Generally in Kazakhstan they do not train a person before they are 13 years old. That 
is because young children do not have the bravery or physical strength to conduct training, 
such as putting an eagle on their arm. Therefore she started the training when she was 
thirteen. She is as good as other boys.

In fact, her father wanted to pass down the eagle hunting to his son, but he was  obliged to 
teach the secret method to his daughter, because his son was drafted into the army.

However the father said that he does not want his daughter to become a professional golden 
eagle hunter, but hopes that she will search for another trade. 

Photographer Asel Sevidenski said that “The eagles hunting is a heritage being forgotten,” 
and “Therefore we should focus on the next generation”, so he welcomed the emergence of 
this new Diana.

In addition, “We should update the stale images of the eagle hunters in Kazakhstan and we 
must think of the future to maintain this ancient Mongolia tradition,” he said.

Students are studying English through plenty of English materials. One of them is novel, 
now I introduce a novel to students who are into English. "Charlotte's Web" of Elwyn 
Brooks White, who also wrote Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan.

Three reasons to recommend this novel could be proposed. For one thing, it is simple and 
easy to read. This book is a children's novel read by elementary students in third grade. The 
logic of the sentences is easy and the vocabularies in the book are also plain. Even if you 
are not good at English, it is possible to read it without difficulty, provided you graduated 
high school.

Next, the expressions are beautiful and inspirational. Korean students have been accus-
tomed to formal and technical terms with Korean SAT, TOEFL and TOEIC. However, 
that's not the whole of English. This book is not thrilling and dynamic like other genres but, 
when you draw a imaginary picture and enjoy the sentences and words, it could not be 
more lovely. For instance, "The early summer days on a farm are the happiest and fairest 
days of the year. Lilacs bloom and make the air sweet and then fade. The days grow warm 
and soft."

Third, this novel was filmized. One feature of English novels is that descriptions are 
specific. In novels, writers describe and explain things one by one. Movie, though, shows 
every description and explanation in one scene, including landscapes, gestures and expres-
sions on a face. It must be interesting to compare these things with those in a novel.

Literature is good material to study English in addition to the TOEIC. It is also imagina-
tive and exposes to us English culture. Of course, it has the proper and optimal structure for 
its sentences and expressions. If you are tied of TOEIC and TOFEL, and need to loosen up, 
how about appreciating "CHARLOTTE'S WEB?

A 13-year-old girl became
the Kazakhstan eagle hunter 

CHARLOTTE'S WEB

According to KOFIC (Korea Film Council), compared to 
the first half of last year, this year’s movie industry is active. 
The number of film-goers was almost 20 million people at this 
point last year. This year’s movie audience is over 23 million 
people because of many good quality movies

The Attorney continues its popularity from last December. 
This movie depicts past Roh Moo-hyun’s real story. The 
Attorney has drawn a total of 11.36 million people to the box 
office. This movie records the shortest term for getting more 
than 10 million spectators and ranks as Korea’s eighth most 
watched movie, following Haeundae (2009). 

Next, starting from Lunar New year’s Day, The Attorney 
slowly lost popularity since the grand opening of 2 new 
movies: Miss Granny and Frozen. At first, Frozen beat The 
Attorney as soon as it hit the screen. While Frozen remained 
in the lead, Miss Granny appeared on the screen and caught up 
and gave it serious competition. Frozen is an animated story 
and Miss Granny is about an old virgin who is suddenly 
changed into the body of a 20 year-old maiden. Frozen is the 

first animation movie to have over 10 million watchers 
despite its U rating. Over 8.65 million people have seen Miss 
Granny.

During second week of May, the top four movies (The Fatal 
Encounter, The Target, The Amazing Spider-man 2 and 
Captain America: The Winter Soldier) were on the screen. 
Korean movies were competing with Hollywood blockbust-
ers. Statistics show Korean movies beating them. The Fatal 
Encounter is dealing with the Joseon Dynasty’s 22nd King 
Jeongjo’s breathtaking assassination in 24 hours. The Target is 
about two men’s 36-hour chase of a criminal. One man is 
falsely accused of murdering and the other kidnapped his 
wife. Blockbusters are about hero’s fighting against villain.

Many anticipated movies will be released during the second 
half of the year.
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By Choi Yong-kuen, Reporter, qwerty8521@naver.com By Heo Min, Reporter, gjalsdlsms@naver.com

Brazil World Cup
Preview

March 24, 2014 Mauricio Shogun Rua vs Dan Henderson was the main event at UFC Fight 
Night(UFN39). Dan Henderson was 43 years old and his fighting style is based on Wrestling. 
He is an older than the others fighter. But he had been the Light heavy weight champion at 
the strikeforece and defeated Fedor Emelianenko who was called one in six billon. Mean-
while, Mauricio Shogun Rua also had a brilliant career, he was training Muay Thai and 
Jiu-Jitsu. He had defeated Alistair Overeem who was the former heavy weight champion of 
Strikeforce and has been the former light heavy weight champion of UFC.

Actually this match was rematch. They had first match at UFC 139, 2011. That match was 
called the best match of best in the world. Because they punched each other restlessly during 
5 rounds. Dan Henderson was the winner at that match.

However, This match looked different. Shogun used punches and kicks to block Henderson 
couldn’t access him. Henderson was pressed by him. But a left hook of Henderson shook 
Shogun at the first of the contest, which ended in 1:41 of the first round. At that time, Many 
people guessed that  the match would end soon. Because Henderson was continually pound-
ing him. But Shogun counter attacked Henderson with a light hook and got the down.

That atmosphere was continued until the end of the second round. Shogun pressed Hender-
son as he mixed diverse punches and kicks. His pressure shined in the second round, starting 
at 2 min. Because Shogun landed a major right uppercut that put Henderson on the canvas. 
Henderson kept him close in guard. Therefore, Henderson endured the second round to the 
end. Because He was older than Shogun, Many people guess Shogun won the match.

But Henderson’s powerful right hook turned around everything early in the third. Hender-
son tried a takedown. But failed. However, Shogun was moved to the right side by Hender-
son. At that moment, Henderson’s right hook pieced Shogun jaw. The punch which had the 
weight of Shogun was very powerful. As soon as Henderson attacked Shogun, his leg gave 
away and collapsed. Henderson caught the chance which finished the game and pounded his 
face. The judge stopped the game. The rematch winner was also Henderson. So, he finally 
won a match after a three successive defeats.

• The Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) is the largest mixed martial arts promotion 
company in the world, which hosts some of the top ranked fighters in the sport and produces 
events worldwide. The Match is held every Saturday or Sunday. Broadcast consists of UFC 
numbering, Fight Night, and On Fox. You should buy the channel to watch the UFC in other 
countries, however in Korea you can see UFC on Super action channel or Africa TV

The Olympics are international competition, which thousands of athletes participate 
from all over continents. The summer and winter Olympics occur in turn every two years. 
All the procedures are supervised by the IOC (International Olympics Committee). The 
Olympics originated from the Olympia, which lasted from B.C 800 to B.C.500 in ancient 
Greece. Around late 19th century, the modern Olympics were revived by Pierre Coubertin. 
He founded the IOC in 1894. The first Olympics were held in Athens after two years, 1896. 
Since then, the IOC has supervised and all kinds of activities had has been in control of the 
rules of the charter.

As Olympic sports had been developed in 20century, The IOC needed to adapt to the 
changes. For example,  the Olympic have been diversified as winter Olympic, using snow 
and ice, Paralympic, Special Olympic, Deaflympics the handicapped participate and Youth 
Olympic for teenagers. In addition, the IOC has of adapt economics, polytics and improve-
ments of tech. As a result, pro-players participate in the olympics, which means the Olym-
pics in not for amateurs anymore.

As mass media has played a big role in society, problems related to sponsors, companies 
became controversial. However, the Olympics eventually improved though problems like 
boycott, doping, referee corruption, and terrorism.

The Olympic consists of IF (International Sports Federation), NOC (National Olympic 
Committee), and the Olympics committee. The IOC appoints a city for Olympic as a 
decision making organization. It also decides which sports will be played at the same time. 
The Appointed city plans for beginning ceremony and raised fund complying with rules in 
charter. There are various festivals and ceremonies. The Olympic flag and the Olympic 
Flame are good examples.

The Olympics have grown wish each new country the world begin to participate. Over 
13,000 players take part in 33 sports which are sub-divided into around 400 specified 
sports. Gold, silver, bronze medals are given to top three players at every game.

It is a great opportunity for players to win an international fame individually because the 
Olympics are broadcast all over the world every four years. Besides, it's also a good chance 
for the host country to make good impression on the world.

Recently, Russia hosted the 22nd Olympics in Sochi from 7th Feb to 23rd Feb.

Korea was ranked 13th thanks to all Korean athletes. This is very remarkable accom-
plishment compared to the past.

ORIGIN OF OLYMPIC

It seems like just a few days ago that the Korean soccer team 
fulfilled the miracle of reaching the semi-finals in 2002 
Korea-Japan World cup and three World Cups have passed 
since then. Now, the 2014 Brazil World Cup is coming! The 
World Cup has mysterious power that changes people who are 
not interested in soccer into big fans. This mysterious event is 
one of leading competitions in the world. Korea is on the 
group H with Russia, Belgium and Algeria and is expected to 
the one of strongest candidates which is advanced to the next 
round.

The matches will be held at early morning so it seems that 
chicken restaurant owners draw a long breath because the 
matches’ time are deeply related to their sales and they know 
it. It is too late to stay open and too early to open the door. 
However, many people wish the Korean team well and cannot 
wait for the big matches.

Twelve years ago, Guus Hiddink transformed soccer teams 
that were underperforming and took them to new heights. 
However, the Korean team performance is declaring recently, 
so many fans are skeptical of them advancing to the next 
round. “If you know your enemy and yourself, you can win 
every battle,” as the saying goes. Let us study enemies in 
detail and find out how we defeat them.

Surprise rival from Europe, Russia. (6.18 7a.m. Korea 
Standard Time, KST)

The most important game involves getting off on the right 
foot. The World Cup will be played in tournament, so if Korea 

wins the first game, it will be much easier to manage spare 
substitutions. They are relaxed in managing players and field 
second stringers for the next game instead main players for 
giving a rest. That is why the first game is paramount. 
Although all Russian players play in the Russian Premier 
League (RPL), the RPL also belongs in the Europa league and 
they have nice teamwork and family ties with each other 

The Russian players know themselves very well because 
they always play in the same league. Fabio Capello, head 
coach of the Russia National Team, is another threat to Korea. 
His diverse career, including many big club teams such as AC 
Milan, Real Madrid CF and Juventus CF, might bring 
unexpected tactical strategies or proper reacting from rival 
attacks. Russia has played against European teams so they 
have little experiences in World Cup. However, Korea has 
advanced for the eighth straight time on qualifying countries 
on World Cup. Korea needs to take advantage of adroit skill, 
passion and fighting spirit.

Unknown Dark Horse, Algeria (6.23 4a.m. KST)

Algeria is ranked 26th on FIFA ranking, higher than Korea’s 
56th. But many experts say Algeria is the weakest team in the 
group H. The Algerian team used to be unfamiliar to the world 
few years ago, thus it is difficult to find analyze of team’s 
information, making the team impregnable. 

The team’s strength lies in individual ability. Rabah 
Saadane, head coach of Algeria, gathered the players who 
wish to play for the French national team, but they were 

defeated over starting position after long wait. He 
inculcated those which are extra talent and made a team much 
harder and stronger. Many players are inexperienced, but they 
come out in the field of big clubs such as Sporting Lisbon, 
Valencia CF, Tottenham Hotspur and Inter Milan. However, 
there are many naturalized players. Do the players have 
allegiance to their country? It is enough to say that it depends 
on the coach’s ability to mold them into a team. Weak organi-
zation was revealed at the latest game of Algeria versus 
Slovenia 6 March 2014. Korea needs to grasp the ‘weak point’ 
and make good tactics on the game.

The Most Promising Contender, Belgium. (6.27 5a.m. KST)

Belgium is a favorite of first class players such as Eden 
Hazard, Marouane Fellaini, Kevin Mirallas, Christian 
Benteke, Romelu Lukaku and Vincent Kompany. They boast 
about their incredible physical skills, splendid foot work and 
high power of scoring. All explanation has finished. The 
Korean team may have to be satisfied with getting one point 
in case of draw dealing with such a dreadful team.

With less than two months left before the opening 2014 
Brazil World Cup, Hong Myung-Bo, head coach of Korea’s 
national soccer team, may have many worries about the 
future. In fact, many Korean soccer fans expect good result’s 
this World Cup and it might be a heavy burden on him. Now 
it is time to be more concerned with the process than the result 
even if Korea is eliminated in the first round.

By Cha Jong-bae, Reporter, cwyhjb@naver.com

Best Match of March in
UFC/ Shogun vs Henderson,
who is winner?

Best Match of March in
UFC/ Shogun vs Henderson,
who is winner?
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By Han Dong-uk, Reporter, donguk007@naver.com

By Serlina Kim, Reporter, serlinareynolds@live.co.uk

British English? You Sound Really Funny, Though

As English Lit. students, you’ve probably learned English 
for many years, from primary school to college. Despite these 
years, how could you not know there’s a lot of differences 
between two countries; the U.K. and the U.S. British English 
might sound ‘weird’ or ‘funny’, which is what I’ve heard so 
far amongst Americans, but everything needs a bit of refresh-
ment, aye? 

Variety of spoken forms of British English

In written forms of British English and American English as 
easily found in tabloids and textbooks, with some occasional 
noticeable differences, you might come to the conclusion, 
“Well, it’s not much hard to understand.” The truth behind the 
curtains, however, is the majority of British newspapers uses 
“standard English”. Still, why do I hear sobs from Koreans 
because they found it very hard when I’m speaking to? The 
spoken forms of British English vary considerably, and 
remains very different not only between England, Midlands, 

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland but within them, 
which led to misunderstanding if you ask me. And for 
teaching English as a second language or a foreign language, 
it is required to speak only “Oxford English”, commonly we 
say it as Queen’s English or BBC. These are also found in 
chief other English dialects; Canadian English (but very 
similar to American English) and Australian English, which 
rank 3rd and 4th in the number of English speaking countries.

Ambiguity or words with utterly different meanings

As a Brit, we use the word ‘chap’ or ‘mate’ to refer/call (to) 
a friend and it would be heard in the same way as Americans 
using the Spanish word ‘amigo’ in the movie ‘We Are The 
Millers’. Since the mass media has pretty done everything to 
familiarize BrE and AmE speakers, now the most of them are 
aware of some BrE terms or idioms as biscuits, lift, football, 
hockey and the loo. “SURE?” eh, here’s some more below to 
distinguish/verify the major point.

10 Things You Should Know About British People

1. We don’t know all each other; don’t say hi to strangers 
unless you’re talking about the weather

2. England is not London/ Britain is not London; for God’s 
sake, and stop calling people English; people like me who are 
from Glasgow(yay, Scots!) gets offended. Besides, just 
remember London is the central city of the U.K. and where 
some people live in. England is just one country.

3. Not everyone is posh or not everything in the U.K is 
ancient; it’s just a few landmarks in London.

4. Not everyone is homosexual in England; I think it’s 
coming from the rumours that most of us wear hats? You’ll 
hardly see any of them, just like in Korea. 

5. This is multi-coloured/cultural nation; don’t make fun 
out of their accents or skin. RUDE.

6. It’s not always been gloomy and dark in a thousand years 
in the U.K.; The weather is bipolar. The high temperature was 
35 Celsius.

7. We have coffees TOO; not everyone in the U.K loves 
drinking tea. They would rather drink anything else. BUT, 
THE NATION RUNS ON TEA. 

8. Some people are strictly not using any sarcasm in a 
conversation. NEVER!

9. We have a world reputation about being on time and 
polite all the time? SINCE WHEN PEOPLE TREATS 
ANOTHER NICE? We are just like you, we have a temper all 
the time. STOP trying to be a posh.

10. The Queen has no power of the Government.

Alternative To Military Incentive
Reintroducing the "Military Incentive" is debatable to 

among Koreans. The incentive is the government policy of 
giving men who have served in the military extra points when 
they take the state-run exam to become civil servants. The 
military incentive was abolished in 1999 for the importance 
of equality on exams. Unlike women, many men who have 
served in the military complained that it should be reintro-
duced to reward their efforts in military. But tying the manda-
tory military service with the nation's state-run exam is exces-
sive and unfair, since women and disabled people have little 
opportunity to join the military. 

Alternatively, instead of guaranteeing incentives to men, 
suggesting women to serve the duty of national security in 
any different forms could be far more reasonable solution in 

various dimensions. First off, as members of the nation, 
women have a responsibility to protect and maintain their 
country. The majority of women's organizations are denying 
their duty of national security. They complained that it is 
physically difficult for women to endure the hardship of 
military training. This word can be surmounted by regularly 
taking medical treatment skill training in case they encounter 
wounded soldiers in the middle of war.

Furthermore, the major reason making this subject remain 
debatable is the women's lack of consideration for the 
discharged soldiers. Emergency treatment training process 
can help women to empathize with them by indirectly experi-
encing the effort of Korean men. This will inevitably entail a 
potential possibility to create mature policies in the perspec-

tive of gender equality.

Along with everything else, to obligate women to perform 
their duty on national security in the different form should be 
pursued to get over institutional sexism. 

The Preference Incentives Infringe on Equality
In 1999, the Constitutional Court ruled that the preference 

for men who completed the military service goes against 
constitutional civilian rights, but a lot of people have 
criticized its judgment severely. Before claiming that the 
judgment is undesirable, however, we need to keep in mind 
that there are some reasons for the decision.

So far, numerous men have felt that they need incentives to 
reward their tough military duties. Given the harsh training 
that they get in the military, their claim is quite understand-
able. However, there are some side effects that the preference 
points will trigger. 

  Let's say that there is a handicapped man who can't join the 
military service. While the preference incentives are applied 
to men who have finished their military duties, the handi-

capped men are exempted from the military, and therefore 
from benefits. Given this situation, we can expect that the 
preference incentives can lead to discrimination based on 
ability.

In addition, the incentives also promote discrimination of 
women. Some men say that women do not have much patriot-
ism toward their country, considering the fact that women do 
not go to the army. However, here is a question. Does a man 
go to the army because he has such passionate patriotism for 
his country? Absolutely not. They usually go to the army 
because it is mandatory. In addition, in Korean society, 
women still have a lot of disadvantages in almost every 
situation compared to men, such as when they get a job or 
salary. 

To sum up, the preference points are undesirable as they 
infringe on the principle of equality. Instead of arguing on this 
issue, however, we need to seek fundamental ways of protect-
ing the rights of soldiers or helping them to adapt to society as 
soon as they finish their military service.

By Jeong Song-lee, Reporter, thdtmznls@naver.com

UK 

boot, lorry

dual 
carriageway

fall arse over 
tit

pavement

trolley

US  

trunk, 

divided 
highway

truck

fall over 
heels

cart

fries

sidewalk

shopping 

chips French 

UK 

miffed

pants, 
trousers

rubbish bin

reckon

Zed

US  

upset

underwear, 
pants

trashcan

in line

think

Z

Queue(ing) wait(ing) 

UK 

fags

arseholded

bloody

off you pop

cock up

US  

cigarettes

drunk

emphasis
/bollocks /nonsense

go

mistake

knackered exhausted
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Maximum level • Toeic Part. 5 ANSWER :  1. c   2. a   3. c   • Toeic Part. 5 ANSWER :  4. d   5. b   6. c

TOEIC Part. 5

TOEIC Part. 6

1.  Unfortunately,  ____________ of the two venues has the capacity needed to host
     Tsai Technology’s annual banquet.

a. most     b. several     c. neither     d. some

2.  The commuter train will provide convenient ____________ to the central shopping
     district.

a. access     b. effect     c. advance     d. position

3.  ____________ rigorous coursework, the certificate program also includes 100 hours
     of hands-on training with a mentor.

a. Since    b. Along    c. Besides    d. Resulting

Glendale Fitness Club 211 West Third Street Glendale, CA 91011 Dear Glendale Fitness

Club, I am writing to request early cancellation of my 12-month membership, which

began on March 1. Since I have been asked by my company to 4. ____________ in

a. delegate     b. resign     c. consult     d. relocate 

September, I will no longer be able to take advantage of your services after that time.

I understand that my early cancellation will result in a pre-termination fee of $50 and that

I am required to submit documentary evidence to 5. ____________ My reason for leaving. 

a. suggest    b. support    c. sustain    d. surrender 

Enclosed you will find a check payment for $50 and a letter from my company 

6. ____________ the details of my new assignment. 

a. states    b. stated    c. stating    d. will state 

I believe I have met all the requirements, but if necessary, you may contact me for

further details at 555-3041. Thank you! Lauren Rivera.

More difficult

What does mean “Ta” 
in Australia?

 The distinctive culture and atmosphere of Australia sometimes triggered laughter from foreign tourists 
during the 2000 Sydney Olympics. Of course, most of them were derived from Australia's unique variation of 
Engilsh. 

Kim Hyobin (27), who visited Australia for the first time to see the Olympics, was surprised as soon as he 
exited Sydney Airport. A large, fierce-looking man came up to him and said “You came here to die?” 
Terrified, Kim was left, only later realizing that Australians pronounce “today” as “to die.” 

English-speaking foreigners are no exception. Jenny (26) is an American proficient in Korean, since 
teaching English in Korea for three years. She was walking the street near Sydney Harbor Bridge and 
witnessed a car running with its back door open. Thus she stopped the car and closed the door. Then the 
Asian-Australian driver told her, “Ta.” Jenny was slightly puzzled but she thought he must be a Korean-
Australian and got into the car. The Australian was disconcerted and turned red. After Jenny understood the 
reason, she laughed her head off. “Ta” means “Thank you” in Australia.

By Gu Na-hyeon, Reporter, magic4192@naver.com
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